We are transforming the wheels of government and integrating latest technology to make systems more transparent, effective and participative. Each and every citizen of India will benefit from this.
Then & Now
A NEW GOVERNANCE PARADIGM

CAG PUNCH

COAL

**ALLEGED LOSS**

₹1.86 lakh crore

**WHAT LED TO LOSS**

- Coal might have earned ₹1.86 lakh crore if 57 coal mines were allotted since 2004 through auction. 25 private firms benefited from allotment on nomination basis instead of bidding.
- CIL suffered production losses of 115 million tonnes due to delays in project execution.
- Coal minister Shri Piyush Goyal and Power minister Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy have not agreed with CAG.

DELHI AIRPORT

**ALLEGED LOSS**

₹1.63 lakh crore

**WHAT LED TO LOSS**

- It got land on ₹1.00 annual lease rent.
- Airport development fee that Delhi levies not part of original contract.

ULTRA MEGA POWER PROJECTS

**ALLEGED LOSS**

₹29,033 crore

**WHAT LED TO LOSS**

- Developer identification process was flawed. Of the four projects, three are with Reliance Power, which benefited ₹29,033 crore when government allowed coal diversion from CIL power plant to others.

REFUTTAL

Civil aviation ministry: "The calculation of presumptive gain from the commercial use of land at the Delhi airport is totally erroneous and misleading."

Refutal

Civil aviation ministry: "The entire process of privatisation and selection of joint venture was upheld by the Supreme Court in 2006."

OFF THE BLOCK

204 blocks cancelled by Supreme Court

83 blocks to be allotted immediately as operations of power and steel plants will be hit

Of these, 40 are being auctioned off, while 43 will be allotted to public companies

The remaining will be auctioned off in the next few months, along with 108 exploration blocks

FROM ZERO LOSS TO INFINITE GAIN

- Unprecedented trust on the Govt & increased transparency fetched better increase over Reserve Prices

March 2013 Auctions
- Reserve Price for 2G-800 MHz band reduced by 50% from the reserve price
- No bidding interest was expressed by the participants in the 1800 MHz band spectrum

March 2011 Auctions
- Reserve Price fetched better increase over Reserve Price

New 2012 Auctions
- Reserve Price fetched better increase over Reserve Price

THEN

COAL SCAM

NOW

TRANSPARENT AUCTIONS FETCHED ₹3.44 LAKH CRORE REVENUE
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THEN
GOI BLOCKS CITIZENS

NOW
MYGOV - ONLINE TRANSPARENT JAN BHAGIDARI
India's GDP Growth at factor cost (2004-05 prices)

**Then**
India's growth story in decline

**Now**
India world No. 1 in attracting FDI

Greenfield investment 2015 - selected EMs*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Capex, $bn**</th>
<th>Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Responsive Governance

PRAGATI
Pro-Active Governance and Timely Implementation

CPGRAMS
Centralised Public Grievance Redress and Monitoring System

MyGov
Citizen engagement platform

Social Media
Responsive 24x7 government

Play 'Voice of India'
A New Governance Paradigm
India becomes world’s fastest growing large economy

- GDP growth in 2015-16 at 7.6%
- IMF calls India a bright spot in the world
- Stable prices benefitting common people
- Average inflation rate of 4.91% for the year 2015
- India achieves its highest ever Forex reserves
- India’s Forex reserves rise to US$ 362 billion in May 2016
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India becomes world's most attractive investment destination

- No. 1 in attracting Foreign Direct Investment
- India receives its highest ever FDI in 2015-16
- FDI increased by approx. 42% (from June 2014 to March 2016)
- Rank 9 in UNCTAD World Investment Report 2015
- FDI reforms and liberalisation touching 17 major sectors of the economy
- Opening key sectors for FDI - Railways, Defence, Insurance and Medical Devices
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Improving ‘Ease of Doing Business’

- India ranked 130 in World Bank’s ‘Ease of Doing Business’ Rankings
- Udyog Aadhar Memorandum: Simplified one page MSME Registration Form
- Documents reduced from 7 to 3 for exports and imports
- Home ministry security clearance now valid for 3 years
- eBiz - single-window delivery of 20 government services
- Online process for environmental & forest clearances
- Online portals for ESIC & EPFO
- Unified online portal for Labour issues
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Transparent Governance

**SPECTRUM AUCTIONS**
- 800 MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz and 2100 MHz bands auctioned
- Highest ever price of Rs.1,09,874 Cr obtained

**COAL BLOCK ALLOCATION**
- Transparent eAuction
- Estimated proceeds from auction of 73 coal mines
  Rs 3.44 lakh Cr

**MINERALS AUCTIONS**
- Rs 12,994 Cr additional revenue entirely on account of auctions
- Rs 14,855 Cr on account of initiatives (auction, DMF, NMET and Royalty)

**PRIVATE FM RADIO CHANNELS AUCTIONS**
- 135 channels in 69 existing cities of Phase-II completed
- Commitment of Rs.1,156.9 Cr received, above the Reserve Price of Rs. 550 Cr
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Smart Governance

- E-courts – Phase II project approved; Rs. 1670 Crore allocated
- Total 1178 laws repealed in 700 days - @1.7 laws per day
- Rs. 1495 Cr allocated to states for subordinate Judiciary Infrastructure
- Over 10,000 tax cases withdrawn by Government from Tribunals
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Reforming the Banking Sector
Proactive, Pro-people Reforms

• Transforming Public Sector Banks through **Indradhanush Framework**
  - Most comprehensive reform effort undertaken since banking nationalisation
  - Bank Board Bureau set up to facilitate “no interference policy”

• India Post Payments Bank (IPPB) to be set up by March 2017 for rural unbanked and under-banked citizens
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Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code
Proactive, Pro-people Reforms

Fast track insolvency resolution process
Quantum leap for the functioning of credit markets
Encouraging entrepreneurship and innovation
Big Boost to ‘Ease of Doing Business’
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‘Reform to Transform’ Approach

- **49% FDI in Insurance**
  The Insurance sector has already collected over Rs.9000 Cr from FDI

- **Amendment in Factories Act, 1948:**
  Night shift for women, Increased hours of overtime & Compounding of Offences

- **Real Estate Bill passed** - aims to protect the interests of buyers and bring more
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Trusting the Citizens

No more interviews for Group ‘B’ (Non Gazetted) and Group ‘C’ posts

Self-certification facility for many services; avoid attestation from government officials.

Arrears and delays in income tax refunds ended; Rs.1,22,405 crore refunded in 2.1 crore cases in 2015-16
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“We are transforming the wheels of government and integrating latest technology to make systems more transparent, effective and participative. Each and every...”
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